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Introduction
 In the recent years, the media reported that due to the

economic development and medical negligence and other
reasons, there is an increase of millions of people being
permanent vegetative state (PVS) in China; and some PVS
patients are pregnant successfully. Thus, the topics relating
to PVS has aroused the interest of the public. Treatments
and caring for PVS cause a huge amount of resources and
manpower from the society. How to distinguish a patient
being PVS or brain death? This is a topic for the application
of human consciousness on medical issues, but in fact, the
research focused on “consciousness” has been controversial
for 130 years, and seldom emphasized on this application.

1. New thought out of information
perplexity
 The founder of Control Theory, N. Wiener said,

“Information is information, not matter or energy. No
materialism which does not admit this can survive at
the present day.” His motto proposes the following
ideas: Information is non matter, non energy with no
shape and no body. There is close relationship among
information, material and capacity; therefore,
information research should breakthrough the
traditional concept of material and capacity.

 Based upon the traditional philosophy “Meta-physics

and infra-physics”, Yang suggested three points:
 1) Information research should start from its “carrier”.
2) Differentiation of “carrier” in two modes: one is
physical “carrier”, whereas another is non-physical
“carrier”.
 3) There is significant meaning for distinguishing two
different modes of “carrier” as it relates to “humans” in
many sciences.
 It is extremely important in research of human’s
consciousness; as if it leaves from “information”, it will
not be possible to solve the consciousness puzzle.

 “There must be a carrier for information” is a

proposition that Chinese scholars seldom debate.
Generally speaking, “information” treated as staying in
information itself in the controversy, but the “carrier of
information” has not been thought deeply. According
to Chinese language, “carrier” is a general term, but it
can be divided into several specific terms in English
such as “carrier of information” and “information
carrier” with different reference.

 About two decades ago, the ambiguity of the concept of

information aroused a lot of concerns. Fritz Machlup, the
scholar of Vienna Circle, criticized that a number of
scholars did not aware of the plural “-s”, which is a
serious problem. In many cases, even those specialists in
the research areas could not distinguish “Computer and
Information Science(s)” as well as “Library and
Information Science(s)” as developing into two sciences
or combining into one. Some scholars used the terms
with plural “-s” and without “-s” alternatively and
concurrently in the same paragraph, the same page or the
same paper. He concluded the phenomenon hindered
the development of “Information science” to stand alone
as an independent academic area.

 Furthermore, Machlup [6] doubted about whether

“Information science” could be an independent science
which had been neither found any new principles nor
created any new theory. Due to the multiple meanings of
“information”, different scholars of various areas have
different understanding and interpretation of “information”
not only as a proposition or general theory, but also lack of
unanimous research objects and goals. In the two
consecutive papers of the collection, he severely criticized
most scholars used the words, naming and information
about “information” and “information science” randomly and
imprecisely by “mislead, misleading, misnaming” for more
than 10 times; consequently, the misleading naming
misdirected and hampered the scientific research of
information.

 Lacking of unanimous and precise information concept






as well as ambiguity of the terms of “information
carrier” and “carrier of information” have made
“information science” difficult to stand alone. Yang
(1997) proposed “Carriers of information” are
categorized into three:
1) material carrier,
2) energy carrier, and
3) information carrier.
The first two types belong to “meta-physics” carriers,
whereas the third type has not yet been fully discussed
belonging to “infra-physics”. In order to distinguish
from the traditional terms, the Information carrier is
renamed as “i-carrier”.

 Conditional reflection is a biological information

activity using material carrier and energy carrier as an
object, whereas “consciousness” problem is the highlevel information activity of primates using
information as i-carrier in the brain.

2．The contrastive study of the “operation
systems” in computers and human brains
 In the world, the lowest level of consciousness was built

up progressively after the primates had appeared,


 In 1983, British cognitive psychologist P. N. Johnson-

Laird advocated the high-level consciousness activities
in human brains were similar to the mechanism of the
operation system controlling the tasks of other parts in
computers; and re-emphasized the point of
“consciousness operating system” and “mind operating
system” in 1988. Thus, the new view has been extended
and applied by some psychologists as a foundation to
structure a variety of thinking models [10, 11]. Somehow,
it has no breakthrough as the consciousness problem
has not yet been solved.

 Recently, some Chinese academics have discussed

human brains having the operation system similar to
computers [13]. But the number of research is very
limited and most stays in superficial comparison as it
has not aroused the attention of scientists and
philosophers. To certain extent, computer is a new
science with only 60-year history. Let us analyze every
remarkable development and the breakthrough of
every technique in “Computer”.

 The evolution of operating system in these five decades

is discussed. “Operating system” (OS) is core software
which manages the hardware and software resources. In
a computer, there are a variety of complicated parts, so a
perfect internal management system, OS, for coordination of the tasks of the parts, providing
application programmes and storage of information is
essential. It controls the management of important
hardware and operation ---- control processors,
peripheral device and information management, and
also master command operation. It is not only the
commander of the hardware in a computer, but also a
platform to support the operation of all the software.
Therefore, it acts as the core and key role in all the
software.

 In 1997, “Deep Blue”, the first chess computer defeated

a reigning world champion, Kasparov, in the
international chess match. The war between artificial
intelligence and human intelligence was epochmaking; scientists realized the extremely fast
computing power of the parallel operation of the
computer. The newly-found operating system .with 30
nodes and each node consisting of 120 microprocessors
were massively parallel. It was the only way of achieving
the highest computing speed among the processors of
the same level.

 Linux and Microsoft beat for the larger shares of operating

systems in the international market especially relating to the
profit of defense in 2000. By the time, more people
concerned the importance and core position of operating
system. As Estimated, the new market for “Personal Digital
Assistant” (PDA) was big; Linux newly designed to solidify
operating system into the chips in semi-conductors and
conquered the new market by knocking the old monopoly
out efficiently. The original basic software in computer ---operating system ---- some parts of the system have been
solidified into the chips. It is really a great breakthrough in
technology and a twist of the traditional understanding of
hardware and software!

 Transcending the discussion of the development of

computer staying in the technical level, we conclude that
there are six points on the non-technical underlying
meaning of operating system. (1) In the early stage, a
computer only required a punch-hole tape for command as
the operating system was not fully developed.
 (2) It was the first software closed to hardware and
supported all application programmes and software system.
(3) It was proved that part of the operating system was
solidified into the chips in the hardware; the rest was still
placed in the software.
 4) It is asked to be more advanced and precise computer
language; otherwise it is hard to control the facilities and
active communication online.
 (5) It must be under massive parallel operation to meet the
speed requirement for fast, complete and complicated
computing.

 (6) It should contain the advantages of the previous

generations and meet the advanced need of the new one, as
the design of different eras has its characteristics.
Combining these points with investigation of “i-carrier”, we
carefully choose the term “brain’s operating system” (BOS),
which is more precise and appropriate than “consciousness
operating system”. Without the “brain’s operating system”, a
series of consciousness and psychological activities cannot
be produced. Solidification of operating system in the chips
in semi-conductors is a remarkable breakthrough in
technology. Meanwhile, it is also a significant
enlightenment: If we could find out the first solidified
“information” in human brain, it indicates the function of
different i-carriers in each stage of consciousness
development in the brain.

6 levels for the formation of human
consciousness
 Based on the new concept of “i-carrier”, there are

supposed to be several levels for the formation of
human consciousness:

 The first generation of BOS-1 is equivalent to the

formation of the unique self recognition of high-level
primates. In this level, human consciousness
interprets the facial selectivity neuron, i-carrier, and
form the self-recognition as facial selectivity neuron is
solidified image information, and closed to the first
consciousness software which comes from DNA.

 The second generation BOS-2 is the second special

information system of humans living 25,000 years ago.
Humans faced their rock paintings freehand brushwork,
which was the interpretation of image information as icarrier, for prior understanding of the abstract concept
of time. To store the rock paintings freehand brushwork
containing “time information”, they tried hard to utter
complicated sounds and tones besides gesticulation.
Spatial concept was used to enhance the establishment
of the unseen and untouchable time information and
represented “tomorrow, yesterday, future, past”
indirectly. They built the BOS-2 through transformation
of time from the reflection on objects with lots of effort;
that commenced a new chapter in history.

 The third generation BOS-3 started in

6,000 years ago, when humans created
writing systems as i-carrier for
communication. There was the significant
division of labour in the right and left
hemispheres in the human brain by using icarrier to record the human life experience;
therefore, human knowledge could be
extended, and human civilization educated
the newer generations systematically.

 The fourth generation BOS-4 happened 3,500
years ago, when Chinese logographs as i-carrier
that required the strength from different
hemispheres of the brain at various grammatical
levels (Sham, 2002). The unique, rich and crosslevel Chinese words are processed by parallel

operating. In the character level, the processing of
a Chinese character is similar to pictures which
required perceptual strength of the right
hemisphere, so the seldom used right hemisphere
is fully explored. Chinese characters might be
applied in the computer of next generation as
kernel codes.

 As known, the neuro-brain system is parallel operating. The

structure of the four BOSs, which is brand new parallel,
compatible and distributing, is not similar to that of a
computer. Self-recognition BOS-1 and time-recognition BOS-2
is cross-level and parallel, and direct the human conscious
activities jump to BOS-3 or BOS-4 operation directly. If any
defects happened in cerebral cortex, BOS-1, the software
nearby the hardware of the brain, or even BOS-2, the long term
memory will be hindered with pathological changes, such as
loss of facial recognition, consciousness and memory, and
problems of the memory of idiots and wolf children. These
problems of complicated human thinking processes still
cannot be fully explained by the models of in psychology.

 From the above four levels of development of consciousness,

we can understand the internal factors of the gaps between
human and artificial intelligence are formed.

3. Inner speech in the brain ---- structure
“consciousness representation system”
 As different computer language is employed in different levels of

computer operating system, does it mean that different “inner
speech” is built in different levels of BOS? In 1937, “inner speech”
is suggested to be originated from self-centered language; in1975,
Jerry Foder proposed “mentalese” and “mental languages” or “the
language of thought”. But both stayed at the theoretical level
without any scientific research means. Reference to the
contribution of the function of different computer language used
in various levels of computer, Yang suggested that there is
supposed perception organs deliver information that is important
one-way order and then process by the brain to distribute a variety
of brain language command at different levels (see Table 1).

Table 1. The relationship of Brain operating
system, Information & Brain language
BOS

Representatives

Thought &
behaviour

Hardware of
features of
brain

Delivery and
receptor of
information

Levels of
“Brain
language

Pre-BOS

Vertebrates

Survival
skills;
conditional
refection

Old cortex
appeared;
image of food
in brain

Elements of
information
became
information
carrier

Pre-brain
operational
language

BOS—1a

Primates

Consciousness, eg.
Love &
friendship,
power
struggle, etc.

New cortex
appeared;
visual fields in
the two
hemispheres

Faces as
information
carriers; highlevel social
consciousness

1st level “Selfrecognition
language”

BOS

Represen- Thought &
tatives
behaviour

Hardware
of
features
of brain

Delivery
Levels of
and
“Brain
receptor of
language”
information

BOS—1b

Mammals

Unique
facial cells;
sound
areas in
brain

Mammals
also had
social
interaction
without hand
language
only

1st level
“Selfrecognition
language”

BOS—2

Humans in In group
25,000 ago discussion,
humans
created the
time concepts
of past &
future

Imagery
thought
built in
brain

Humans
controlled
high level
information

2nd level
“Time order
management
language”

Primates had
social
consciousness
missing hand
language only

BOS

Representatives

Thought &
behaviour

Hardware of
features of
brain

Delivery and
receptor of
information

Levels of
“Brain
language”

BOS—3

Races of
alphabetic
languages

Use symbols
for representations; Imagery
thought
became
phonetic
languages

Lateralization
of the 2
hemispheres

Emphasis of
graphemephoneme
correspondence

3rd level
“Group
language 1”

BOS—4

Races of
logographs

Use logographs Balanced
as symbols for development
recording
of 2
hemispheres
including
imagery
thought

Information
stored in
network
through
graphemephoneme &
graphememorpheme
process

3rd level
“Group
language 2”

 Besides structuring brain operating system of different

eras, “inner language” not only gives order, but also has
major interaction function through different organs. It
is a complete communication process and a real
language; the interaction facilitates the relating
development of the neurons in the brain and the
consciousness representation organs.

 If the monitor of a computer was cut, it would become

a scrap machine! If the cortex of human brain, the
origin of consciousness, has no response, then the man
will be in “permanent vegetative state” (PVS). Medical
doctor judges whether the cerebral cortex is still
working through observation of the minor reaction of
the body and organs. What kind of biological system is
the monitor of the cortex of human brain? Lacking a
window for directly monitor and operate
consciousness, a consciousness reaction system in the
brain; that is why it is so difficult to investigate
consciousness.

 The brain, facial expression, hand movement, language

by tongue, and eye movement form an interactive
system --- a new “human consciousness representation
system.
 Scientists understand human receive external
information by perception system including organs
such as eyes, ears, nose, skin, hair and nails. It is clear
that eyes are most important organ in perception,
visual information is over 80% of all perceptual
information. The development from perception system
to consciousness system can be demonstrated by the
process from perceiving by eyes to expressions through
eyes.

 Due to the infection of virus, the famous English scientist,

Stephan Hawking cannot use simple language for expression. He
has to rely on modern information technology using his eyes to
operate a computer for further research. This cannot be simply
explained by neuroscience theories, but has to be initiated from
a higher point. In University of Hong Kong, a tongue
acupuncture researcher has a remarkable record of healing an
autistic child by applying acupuncture on the patient’s tongue.
The tongue, an organ directly linked to the cortex in the brain, is
magical as a consciousness representation organ keeps on
changing and becomes well-developed until 20 years of age. This
wonderful organ connected to the two hemispheres re-activates
the brain and stimulates the cortex effectively.

4. Conclusion
 In conclusion, human consciousness should be treated as

an independent biological system from a new perspective:
“Human consciousness representation system” might
possibly solve the problems of PVS, brain damage and
consciousness problems. Although they are related areas,
there has been lack of a platform for discussion how to
under human consciousness reaction organ.

 From the inspiration of computer operating system, we

structure “brain’s operating system”. As there is different
computer language, it is supposed that there is also

 different brain language, which forms a new biological

system ---- Human Consciousness Representation
System. (CRS) ---- facilitates making reasonable
medical plans, and provides a platform for discussion.

 Similar to the monitors in a computer being cut and

becoming a scrap machine, a patient’s consciousness
has stop functioning, how long should he/she survive?
We recommend further discussion of the medical
issues from the new perspective.


